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The particle-based coupling between background gas flows in vacuum test facilities and neutral ingestion into Hall effect thrusters is investigated. An analytical model of the facility background flow environment is developed to accommodate facilities with different geometries and pump placements, as well as compute the ingested flow rate of background neutrals into a given Hall effect thruster. The ingested flow rates computed by the model are shown to predict previous empirical datasets taken using the 5 kW P5, the 6 kW H6, and the 1.5 kW SPT-100 Hall effect thrusters in different test facilities to within the experimental uncertainty. When compared to predictions generated assuming ingestion by the random flux of neutral particles, the ingested flow rates computed by the background flow model are shown to be 40 to 70% closer to the empirical measurements without requiring any semiempirical inputs. It is also shown that the neutral ingestion at a fixed facility pressure can vary by as much as 91%, suggesting that background pressure magnitude is an insufficient parameter for fully describing neutral ingestion effects. These results indicate that the developed analytical background flow model is an effective predictive tool for computing neutral ingestion into Hall effect thrusters. = net mass flow rate of bleed gas, mg∕s _ m ing = ingestion mass flow rate of the background neutrals, kg∕s n = number density, m −3 n b = background neutral number density, m −3 n p = number of active cryopumps n S = number density of particles crossing surface S, m −3 n S = total number density of particles crossing surface S moving in the positive direction, m −3 n Si = number density of particles of population i crossing surface S moving in the positive direction, m −3 n S−i = number density of particles of population i crossing surface S moving in the negative direction, m = ratio of total surface area of the downstream pump surfaces to the chamber cross-sectional area s e = ratio of total surface area of the end dome pump surfaces to the chamber cross-sectional area s u = ratio of total surface area of the upstream pump surfaces to the chamber cross-sectional area T HE high specific impulse, thrust efficiency, and thrust density provided by Hall effect thrusters (HETs) make them an appealing choice for use as the primary propulsion system on board increasing numbers of near-Earth satellite missions. In addition to the propellant mass savings offered by these performance attributes, developments in in-space power and the growing Western flight heritage portfolio of HETs have also increasingly made them prime candidates for more ambitious deep space missions [1] [2] [3] .
The interest in these devices has caused a corresponding increase in the quantity of HET research and testing at numerous vacuum facilities. Despite the physical similarities among the HETs operated and characterized at each of these facilities, the wide range of facility geometries, sizes, materials, and pumping capacities makes it difficult for researchers to compare datasets without the inclusion of facility-dependent corrections [4] . It is therefore necessary to develop an understanding of how to quantify ground-based vacuum facility effects on measured HET operation, thrust performance, and plume characterization so that facility-dependent testing artifacts can be corrected for and a facility-independent understanding of HET performance can be achieved.
Existing investigations focused on HET facility effects primarily focus on the impact of facility backpressure on plume properties and device performance. Previous studies have shown that increases in facility pressure result in artificial increases in device thrust and efficiency [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This observed performance augmentation has been attributed to the ingestion of background neutrals present in the vacuum facility [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In this process, background neutrals are entrained by the HET and used as propellant; thus, these neutrals are subsequently ionized and accelerated upon being ingested, but they are not accounted for as part of the anode flow rate directly supplied to the HET [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In many of these previous investigations, the entrainment of background neutrals is treated as the result of the random flux of these neutrals across the exit plane of the thruster (hereafter referred to as the thermal model) [8, 9, 13, 15, 17, 21] . In the thermal model, the corresponding ingestion flux of background particles Φ can be expressed as a function of Boltzmann's constant k as well as the number density n b , temperature T b , and molecular mass m of the background neutrals using the following equation [8, 9, [13] [14] [15] 21] :
The corresponding ingested mass flow rate of neutrals into the HET _ m ing can then be found as the multiplicative product of the ingestion flux from Eq. (1), the molecular mass of the background gas, and the thruster exit plane area A exit , as shown in Eq. (2) [13, 21] :
The thermal model has been successfully applied to explain trends observed in early empirical measurements of the SPT-100 HET and was used to generate the recommendation that all HETs be tested at a facility pressure below 5.0 × 10 −5 Torr in order to keep background neutral ingestion below the threshold required to generate reliable predictions of in-orbit performance [13, 17] . However, subsequent investigations with different HETs in different facilities have shown that the results generated by the thermal model underpredict the empirically observed changes in discharge current (for cases of constant anode mass flow rate), required anode flow rate (for cases in which the discharge current was held constant), or thrust [8, 9, [14] [15] [16] 21] . Specifically, previous studies have shown that the ingestion mass flow rates predicted by the thermal model are 2-14 times too small to account for empirical observations [14, 16, 21] . These underpredictions have prompted proposals replacing the exit plane area in Eq. (2) with a larger effective ingestion area to account for ionization of background neutrals in regions of the near-field plume where the electron temperature is still high enough to ionize neutral gas [11, 14, 15] . This approach has been disputed due to its reliance on the assumption that neutrals ingested across a reference surface in the plume are ionized equivalently to neutrals supplied through the HET gas distributor [6, 15] . Furthermore, although successfully applied to data taken with the 6 kW H6 in the large vacuum test facility (LVTF) at the University of Michigan, this approach has not yet been shown to be broadly applicable across multiple devices and facilities [6, 15] . Overall, these shortcomings prevent an accurate determination of HET flow ingestion, and thus hinder the ability to accurately gauge changes in HET operating characteristics as a function of ingestion flow rate [8, 9, [14] [15] [16] 21] .
In addition to the aforementioned shortcomings, the thermal model assumes that all motion of background neutrals is random in nature. However, previous work modeling the rarefied background flow inside a HET test facility found that the background neutrals could not be treated simply as a static gas field with only thermal velocity components [22] [23] [24] . Instead, it was found that an organized background flowfield existed within the test facility during HET operation and that bulk axial velocities of over 100 m∕s were achieved by the background neutrals [22, 23] . These models were successfully used to replicate the empirically observed spatial pressure distribution within the LVTF as well as the VF-5 vacuum facility at NASA John H. Glenn Research Center; however, only limited attempts have been made to apply these concepts to assess how the bulk flow of background neutrals could impact HET ingestion as well as explain previously acquired HET facility effects data.
This paper uses the bulk background flow modeling concepts first proposed by Cai et al. in order to predict the ingestion of background neutrals by a HET [22] . The original model of the LVTF created by these researchers is further developed in order to accommodate facilities with different physical geometries and pump placements as well as directly compute the expected ingested mass flow rate of background neutrals by a given HET. The predictions of this expanded model are then compared to previous empirical datasets collected with three different thrusters in two different vacuum test facilities in order to evaluate the ability of the model to successfully predict empirical data. Finally, the background flow model is used to assess the impact of facility pump configuration and the pressure modulation technique on neutral ingestion mass flow rate. This includes a sensitivity analysis focused on determining how the model predictions are affected by the assumptions used to develop it (e.g., the temperatures of the chamber wall and pump surfaces, the pump sticking coefficient, etc.). It is important to note that, for completeness, the preceding introduction cites previously referenced results from existing publications (both archival and nonarchival) on HET facility effects and neutral ingestion.
II. Background Flow Model
A. Overview of HET Vacuum Test Facilities Figure 1a shows a schematic of a typical vacuum test facility used for HET testing. These test facilities are usually stainless-steel cylindrical vacuum chambers measuring 4 m or more in length and 2 m or more in diameter, equipped with cryopumps in order to achieve and maintain operating pressures on the order of 10 −5 Torr or less [6, 22, [25] [26] [27] . The cryopumps operate by cooling a plate or series of plates to an operating temperature of approximately 15 K using gaseous helium [22] . When incident particles strike the pump surface, a fraction of the particles is condensed onto to the pump surface while the remaining particles reflect with a thermal speed characterized by the pump surface temperature [22] . The probability that incident particles are condensed on the pump surface is known as the sticking coefficient α, with the probability that an incident particle reflects off the pump expressed as 1 − α [22] . Thus, the sticking coefficient is a metric of pump performance and quantifies how effectively the pumps act as sinks of neutral particles from the background flowfield [22] . The number and location of these pumps vary between different facilities, as does the facility geometry [6, 22, 28] .
In operation, a HET is mounted inside the vacuum facility to a test stand typically located at one end of the facility. A low-density plasma flow (i.e., the HET plume) is then exhausted from the thruster in the axial direction toward the downstream end of the facility. Although some of the emitted ions and electrons recombine before striking the downstream facility surfaces, the ion-electron recombination mean free path is generally longer than the characteristic axial facility dimensions; thus, most of these charged particles strike the downstream facility surfaces, recombine, and reflect as neutrals with a thermal speed characterized by the chamber wall temperature [22, 25, 28] . Upon reflection, these neutrals are then able to traverse the vacuum facility until they strike and are condensed on one of the cryopumps. This motion of neutrals through the vacuum facility is known as the background neutral flow and is the focus of this model.
B. Assumptions and Basic Relations 1. Assumptions
To model the flow environment described previously, several simplifying assumptions were made. These assumptions, as well as the corresponding justifications underlying them, are detailed below.
The first set of assumptions concerns the background flow environment. First, it is assumed that the background flow in the test facility is in the free molecular regime. Previous work has shown that, because HET test facilities typically operate at pressures of 10 −5 Torr of xenon (Xe) or below, the Knudsen number in these facilities is of order unity [22] . This is well within the range considered to be characteristic of a free molecular flow environment [29] . It is also assumed that the background flow is one-dimensional along the thrust axis of the HET. This assumption is consistent with previous studies into background neutral flows, which have yielded good agreement with more complex numerical simulations and empirical measurements [22, 30] . The accuracy of the one-dimensional (1-D) assumption is further examined in Sec. IV.E. Finally, it is assumed that the background flow is in thermodynamic equilibrium. This implies all variables that impact the background flow (i.e., the temperatures of the chamber wall and pump surfaces as well as the anode mass flow rate) are in steady state. This restricts the model to predictions of time-averaged ingestion flow rates. This restriction is appropriate for this model because the focus is on replicating empirical results acquired on the timescale of seconds to minutes (i.e., measurements of average discharge current and thrust) and not on the oscillation characteristics of HETs that occur at characteristic frequencies on the order of 20 kHz [31] .
The next set of assumptions pertains to the vacuum test facility. Within the model, the chamber wall temperature and pump surface temperature are assumed to be constant and equal to 300 and 15 K, respectively. For this work, the term "pump surface temperature" refers to the temperature of the helium cryosail and not the temperature of any liquid-nitrogen-cooled shrouds. The assumed pump surface temperature is consistent with reported empirical measurements in HET test facilities [26] . Furthermore, all cryopumps are assumed to have a constant sticking coefficient of 0.4. It is important to note that typical values for the sticking coefficient of noble gases on bare cryogenic panels are typically within a range of 0.6-0.8 [32] . However, because the pumps installed in many HET test facilities are surrounded by liquid-nitrogen-cooled louvered shrouds, the effective sticking coefficient for these pumps can be lower than the values achieved for a bare cryosurface; the assumed sticking coefficient of 0.4 is in agreement with previous analytical and empirical studies of cryosurfaces with louvered shrouds [22, 26] . The sensitivity of the model to these assumptions is assessed in Sec. IV.D.
The final set of assumptions concerns the behavior of the individual particles composing the HET plume and background flow.
First, it is assumed that neutrals fully accommodate to the surfaces they strike and reflect specularly. Previous analysis has shown that the differences in results generated between diffuse and specular reflection assumptions are small; thus, the impact of this assumption is expected to be minor [30] . Next, it is assumed that all particles injected into the HET anode travel unimpeded to the downstream facility surfaces, thermalize, and reflect. Thus, the downstream facility surfaces are considered as a source of neutral xenon entering the chamber at the thruster anode mass flow rate, through the chamber cross-sectional surface area, and at the wall temperature. This assumption is consistent with previous work into background flow modeling in HET test facilities [22] . It is furthermore supported by empirical measurements of the velocity distributions within HET plumes; these measurements show that both ions and neutrals exhausted by the HET have large axial velocity components in the direction of the downstream chamber surfaces [33] . Further empirical evidence indicates that the majority of the ions are unlikely to undergo a recombination collision before reaching the downstream facility surfaces [28] . Thus, the most likely pathway for these particles to begin traveling back toward the thruster is by reflection from the downstream facility surfaces. It is nevertheless important to note that this assumption does not capture two processes present in facilities with downstream pumping surfaces. First, it does not capture the loss of unionized propellant exhausted by the HET due to contact with pump surfaces during the initial transit from the HET to the downstream facility surfaces. Second, it does not capture the effective reduction in chamber area caused by the shadowing of these downstream surfaces by the cryopumps. Fortunately, these processes have offsetting effects on the number density. Specifically, the first process reduces the effective inflow number density, whereas the second increases it.
Finally, it is assumed that the HET plume flow collisionally scatters background flow neutrals traveling toward the HET exit plane. The only collisions that are considered are the elastic collisions between the background neutrals and the unionized propellant exhausted by the HET. The collisional cross sections are computed using models employed in previous HET plume models [34] . To compute the cross sections, it is assumed that the neutral density at the exit planes of all HETs is approximately 1 × 10 18 m −3 ; this estimate is taken from previous empirical measurements using the 1.5 kW SPT-100 and 5 kW P5 HETs, both of which are used as points of comparison for this work [34, 35] . The neutral density is furthermore assumed to follow an inverse-square dependency; this variation is derived by modeling the neutral density as the isotropic emissions of a rarefied flow from a disk with a diameter equal to the thruster exit area, and is commonly applied in HET plume models [7] . The velocity of plume neutrals is taken to be approximately 200 m∕s, which is consistent with previous empirical measurements [33] . It is important to note that the large relative velocity (i.e., greater than 20;000 m∕s) between the ions exhausted by the HET and the background neutral flows results in an elastic collisional cross section more than an order of magnitude smaller than the computed cross section for the elastic collisions between the background neutrals and the unionized propellant exhausted by the HET; thus, this ion-neutral collision process is ignored for this work.
Basic Relations
Before the background flow model can be mathematically developed, a few basic relations regarding the flow of rarefied gas in equilibrium must be presented. The net mass flow rate _ m of a rarefied gas across a surface in one direction for a one-dimensional flow is given by Eq. (3):
where S is the area of the surface, T is the temperature of the particles crossing the surface, n S is the number density of particles crossing surface S moving in the positive direction (which is equal to half the total number density of particles at the surface because there are only two potential directions of motion), and all other variables retain their FRIEMAN, LIU, AND WALKER meaning from previous equations [22] . The situation described by Eq. (3) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For convenience, the simplified thermal-diffusive velocity term V s from Eq. (3) will be defined as shown in Eq. (4):
Finally, from the law of mass conservation and Eq. (3), the number of particles of incoming temperature T 1 reflected from a surface at a different temperature T 2 is given by Eq. (5) [22] :
In Eq. (5), n 1 is the number density of the incoming particles and n 2 is the number density of the reflected particles.
C. Model Development
Using the assumptions from Sec. II.B.1, the typical HET test facility shown in Fig. 1a is transformed into the 1-D background flow model shown in Fig. 1b . To help correlate the model to the test facility, identical reference surfaces are drawn on both the schematic of the HET chamber shown in Fig. 1a and the model representation in Fig. 1b . These reference surfaces demarcate the different chamber regions of interest: the downstream wall region is located between surfaces A and C, the downstream pump region is located between surfaces C and D, the upstream pump region is located between surfaces D and E, and the end dome pump region is located between surfaces E and B. For this work, the dividing line between the upstream and downstream regions is the HET exit plane. In other words, all pumps located downstream of the HET exit plane and not on the end domes of the vacuum test facility are considered to be in the downstream pump region, whereas those located upstream of the HET exit plane and not on the end domes of the vacuum test facility are considered to be in the upstream pump region. As shown in Fig. 1b , because the model is one-dimensional, the number density of particles (and the corresponding flux) crossing each of these surfaces can be further decomposed into an upstream (i.e., positive) and a downstream (i.e., negative) component.
The analytical model needed to compute the ingestion flow rate due to the background neutral flow is built from the identified assumptions, basic relations, and modeling domain. To arrive at this final solution, expressions for the flux and number density of background neutrals crossing each of the surfaces in both directions need to be obtained. These expressions can then be combined into a system of equations that can be solved for the ingestion number density n D and mass flow rate F D . The model will be presented region by region in order to explicitly show the unique aspects associated with each type of region. Furthermore, the resulting equations will compose a toolkit that can readily be applied to build a model of any facility geometry or pump configuration.
Pump Regions
The model development starts by examining the flow environment in the upstream and downstream pump regions. There are three potential outcomes for background particles that enter a pump region:
1) The particles can proceed unimpeded through the region and exit at the temperature with which they entered.
2) The particles can strike a pump and condense, which removes them from the flow.
3) The particles can strike a pump and reflect at the pump temperature.
These outcomes are shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, the flow rate of particles of population i exiting the pump region F D i can be written as follows [22] :
Note that Eq. (6) is written using the flux across surface D in the positive direction as an example exit surface from a pump region. In Eq. (6), S c is the chamber cross-sectional area, S p d is the total surface area of cryopumps located in the relevant pump region (for this example, it would be the downstream pump region), n c i is the number density of particles of population i entering the pump region (that, for this example, would be the number density of particles of population i crossing surface C in the positive direction), V i is the thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the temperature of particles of population i (T i ), V p is the thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the pump surface temperature T p , and all other terms retain their meanings from previous expressions.
Each of the summation terms in Eq. (6) represents one of the possible outcomes discussed previously. The first term represents particles that traversed the pump region unimpeded; the second term represents the particles that struck a pump surface and condensed; and the third term represents the fraction of particles that struck a pump surface but did not condense, and instead reflected at a thermaldiffusive speed characterized by the pump surface temperature. Finally, it is important to note that Eq. (6) is also written for a single population of particles. If additional populations are entering the pump region, then Eq. (6) will be applied to each population and the total exit flow rate will be equal to the sum of the exit flow rates for each population. Such a situation could arise for adjacent pump regions (i.e., the upstream and downstream pump regions for a chamber similar to the one shown in Fig. 1a ) because, after traversing the first pump region, the flux entering the second pump region would be composed of a population of particles at the original entry temperature and another at pump surface temperature made up of those particles that struck but were not trapped by a pump in the first pump region.
The number density of particles of population i exiting the pump region n D i can similarly be written as follows [22] :
In Eq. (7), s d is the ratio of pump surface area to facility crosssectional area in the region of interest, and all other terms retain their meaning from previous expressions. The first term of Eq. (7) represents the number density of particles that proceeded unimpeded through the pump region, whereas the second is the number density of those that reflected from a pump and are now moving at a thermaldiffusive speed characterized by the pump surface temperature. As with Eq. (6), Eq. (7) is written for a single population of particles, and the total exit number density would be equal to the sum of the number densities for each population.
Wall Regions
The next class of regions to consider includes wall regions without end dome pumps. Such a region is shown between surfaces C and A in Fig. 1b . All particles entering this region strike the facility walls, thermally accommodate to the facility wall, and then reflect with a thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the facility wall temperature. This process is shown in Fig. 4 .
The resulting exit flow rate can be expressed as follows [22] :
The corresponding exit number density is as follows [22] :
In Eqs. (8) and (9), V w is the thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the temperature of the chamber wall T w and all other variables retain their meaning from previous expressions. As with Eqs. (6) and (7), both Eqs. (8) and (9) must be applied to all populations present, and the total mass flow rates and number densities will be the sum of the contributions of all populations and any source terms.
End Dome Pump Regions
The final type of facility region is an end dome pump region. Such a region is shown between surfaces E and B in Fig. 1b . Particles entering this region can either 1) strike and thermally accommodate to the facility wall then reflect with a thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the facility wall temperature; 2) strike an end dome pump and condense; or 3) strike and thermally accommodate to an end dome pump, and then reflect with a thermal-diffusive velocity characterized by the pump surface temperature. These outcomes are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Thus, the number density of particles of population i exiting the end dome pump region n E− i can be written as follows:
In Eq. (10), s e is the ratio of pump surface area to facility crosssectional area in the end dome pump region, and all other terms retain their meaning from previous expressions. The first term of Eq. (10) represents the number density of particles that strike the facility wall and are reflected with a thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the facility wall temperature, whereas the second term is the number density of reflected particles from a pump that are now moving at a thermal-diffusive speed characterized by the pump surface temperature.
Final Expressions
Application of Eqs. (7), (9), and (10) to each of the reference surfaces shown in Fig. 1b results in a system of equations the can be solved simultaneously for the directional number densities crossing each surface. This system is shown for the positive directional number densities in Eqs. (11) (12) (13) . A similar system can be developed for the negative number densities crossing each surface:
Because the HET exit plane is located just upstream of surface D, the parameter of interest for HET neutral ingestion is the mass flow rate of particles crossing surface D in the upstream direction F D . The solution for this parameter is shown in Eqs. (14) and (15):
In Eqs. (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , s u is the ratio of pump surface area-to-facility cross-sectional area in the upstream pump region, and all other terms retain their meaning from previous expressions. In Eq. (14), n in is the input number density due to the HET anode flow computed as per the assumption regarding plume flow reflection in Sec. II.B.1. For clarity, this parameter is shown expressed as a function of the anode particle flow rate _ m a;p and the chamber cross-sectional area in Eq. (16) . Because the HET exit plane occupies only a small fraction of the cross-sectional area of surface D, computing the actual ingested mass flow rate due to the background neutral flow requires the mass flow rate computed in Eq. (15) to be scaled by the ratio of the HET exit plane area to the cross-sectional area of the facility. This scaling ensures that only those particles that are on a trajectory to enter the HET channel are counted as part of the ingested mass flow rate.
Although developed for the chamber shown in Fig. 1a , Eq. (14) can readily be modified to accommodate chambers of different geometric sizes and pump configurations by appropriately modifying the values of s e , s u , and s d . For example, the result for a facility with no end dome pumps would be equal to Eq. (14) evaluated with s e set to zero. Similarly, thrusters of different sizes or operating conditions can be accommodated by appropriately adjusting the exit area in the scaling mentioned previously and the source term in Eq. (14) .
As an initial test case, the aforementioned approach was applied in order to generate the form of Eq. (14) relevant to a facility with upstream pumps only. Such a facility matches the original model developed for the LVTF by Cai et al. [22] . By setting both s e and s d to FRIEMAN, LIU, AND WALKER zero (i.e., by removing the downstream and end dome pumps from the model), the empirically validated expression developed by Cai et al. is indeed recovered [22] . As an additional test case, the background flow model was used to compute the number density of particles crossing surface D in the positive direction, assuming that both s d and α were equal to one. This situation represents the limiting case of finding the number density remaining after a rarefied flow passes into a region occupied entirely by a pump surface onto which all incident particles condense. As expected, the model predicts that no particles would exit this region. These two test cases confirm both the accuracy of the math underlying the model and the aforementioned approach in expanding the background flow model to accommodate a wider variety of facility configurations.
Now that the final expressions of the model are developed, it is important to revisit the physical processes captured by Eqs. (14) and (15) and how these processes might explain the empirically observed enhancement in background neutral ingestion relative to the predictions of the thermal model. As described in detail in Sec. II.A, the physical process captured by this model is the reflection of the low-density plasma flow (as neutrals) from the downstream facility surfaces and their subsequent axial motion back toward the HET. This reflected motion is caused by the finite axial dimensions and pumping speed of the facility and represents a bulk motion toward the HET exit plane that could result in an additional or enhanced ingestion flux into the HET beyond that captured by the random motions of the thermal model. It is this additional flux (of the flow reflected off the downstream facility surfaces) that is captured by Eq. (15) and the concomitant enhancement of local number density that is captured by Eq. (14) . Specifically, the velocity terms in Eq. (15) represent the bulk axial velocity of neutrals toward the HET exit plane due to reflection off of the facility surfaces.
It is furthermore important to note that this reflective process is not unique to HETs, but it is widely applicable to any directional flow of a low-density plasma in a finite vessel including the plume produced by gridded ion engines during ground testing. However, unlike in HETs (which have open channel exit areas in which ions are created), neutral ingestion into gridded ion engines is conductance limited by the grid apertures [7] . Thus, the bulk background flow is not able to freely stream into the ion engine discharge chamber and contribute to the plasma generation in this region. This significantly limits the impact of the bulk background flow on the ingestion characteristics of gridded ion engines and suggests the thermal model is sufficient for correcting the data acquired from these devices, despite the model approximations [7] .
Comparisons to Existing Background Flow Models
Although the model developed in the preceding sections follows a similar approach to that taken by Cai et al., it differs from this original model in several important ways [22, 30, 36] . First, all models developed by Cai et al. have only a single pump region with a single type of pump (i.e., either end dome pumps exposed to the flow on only one side or upstream/downstream pumps exposed to the flow on two sides) [22, 30, 36] . Because of this, in those models, all particles enter the pump region with a uniform velocity characterized by the temperature of the facility walls [22, 30, 36] . In contrast, the model developed in this work allows for the possibility of several adjoining pump regions of different types, and thus the entrance of particles of several different populations with several different velocities into these regions. The ability to model adjoining pump regions and the corresponding discussion of how to account for these different populations is thus unique to this model and represents an increase in complexity over the original models developed by Cai et al. [22, 30, 36] . In addition, none of the original 1-D flow models created by Cai et al. accounted for the collisional scattering processes associated with the interaction of the background flow with the HET plume [22, 30, 36] . These processes are accounted for in this work as described in Sec. II.B.1. It is important to note that many of the additional complexities accounted for in this model are also accounted for in the more complex direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) models of the background flow environment in ground test facilities developed by Yim and Burt [23] and Nakayama and Nakamura [24] . However, in contrast to these DSMC models, the proposed 1-D model is much simpler to implement and customize to fit a given thruster and facility combination. To compare the two approaches (and therefore preliminarily assess the viability of the employed simpler approach), the background flow model is used to compute the weighted average speed of neutrals crossing surface D (i.e., those neutrals nearest the HET). These computations show a most probable speed of approximately 100 m∕s, which is in good agreement with the velocity distribution functions generated by the more complex DSMC codes [23] .
The final difference between the model developed in this work and those previously developed lies in the application of the model results. The models developed by Cai et al. [22, 30, 36] , Yim and Burt [23] , and Nakayama and Nakamura [24] were all used to create maps of the spatial neutral pressure distribution within ground test facilities. Although these results also indicated the presence of a bulk background flow of neutrals toward the thruster, to date, none of these models have been applied to compute the resultant ingestion mass flow rate into the HET due to this bulk motion, nor have they been used to replicate existing empirical datasets quantifying the sensitivity of HETs to background pressure.
III. Comparisons to Empirical Data
To validate the applicability of the background flow modeling approach for predicting neutral particle ingestion by HETs, the model developed previously was used to compute the ingested mass flow rates for situations identical to several published experimental works on HET facility effects. These results were then compared against the empirical measurements of ingestion flow rate as well as the predictions of the thermal model.
When comparing the results of the background flow model to empirical measurements, it is assumed that background neutrals particles ingested by the HET are ionized equivalently to neutrals supplied by the gas distributor. This simple ingestion approach is similar to that taken in many previous works on facility effects and is consistent with the approach taken in all of the works used for comparison [8, 9, [14] [15] [16] 21] . Furthermore, as mentioned previously, only neutral particles that cross the HET exit plane and enter the discharge channel are counted as part of the ingested mass flow rate in the background flow model. Because the mass flow in this region of the channel is free molecular, these neutral particles are free to travel into the ionization zone of the HET, and are thus subject to collisions with the high-temperature electrons within this zone, as are the neutrals supplied by the gas distributor [14] .
A. P5 HET in the LVTF
The first data used for model validation were collected using the P5 HET in the LVTF at the University of Michigan. The P5 is a laboratory-model Hall thruster developed jointly by the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and the University of Michigan [21] . The P5 has a nominal operating power of 5 kW [21] . The LVTF is a stainless-steel clad vacuum chamber measuring 9 m in length and 6 m in diameter, and it is equipped with seven cryopumps located upstream of the HET test station for a combined total upstream pump surface area of 7.26 m 2 [8, 21, 22] .
The first dataset used for validation was acquired by Hofer et al. [8] . In this work, the anode mass flow rate supplied to the P5 was varied in order to maintain a constant discharge current as the number of active pumps in the LVTF was varied from four to seven [8] . The authors noted that higher anode mass flow rates were required to achieve a given discharge current at lower facility pressures and attributed the resultant change in the required anode mass flow rate to a decrease in neutral ingestion [8] . For instance, approximately 10 mg∕s of anode flow was required, on average, to achieve a discharge current of 10 A in the four-pump configuration; whereas 10.21 mg∕s of anode flow was required, on average, in order to achieve the same discharge current in the seven pump configuration [8] . Thus, the change in the ingested mass flow rate between the two conditions could be approximated as 0.21 mg∕s. The background flow model was similarly used to compute the difference in ingestion flow rate for the P5 in the LVTF as the number of active cryopumps was changed from four to seven. The results are shown as a function of anode flow rate along with the empirical results in Fig. 6a . Also shown in Fig. 6a are the changes in ingestion flow rate predicted by the thermal model. Consistent with the approach taken by Hofer et al., the number densities used for the thermal model calculations corresponded to the average of the values acquired by a pair of hot-cathode ion gauges: one was located on the wall of the LVTF near the exit plane of the HET, and the other was located on the wall at an axial distance equal to half the length of the LVTF [8] . Previous work has shown that the pressures reported at these two locations in the LVTF varied by an average of 70%; the error bars shown for the thermal model predictions correspond to the uncertainty in the thermal model computations associated with this variance in the pressure measurements [37] . The error bars shown for the empirical data in the figure correspond to the reported uncertainty of the measurements.
As shown in Fig. 6a , the changes in the ingestion flow rate predicted by the thermal model are 7-15 times smaller than the empirical observations. However, the computed changes in the ingestion flow rate generated by the background flow model are within the empirical error bars for all but one of the anode flow rates. For that flow rate (10 mg∕s), there is less than a 10% difference between the upper uncertainty bound and the prediction of the background flow model. Thus, for this dataset, the predictions generated by the background flow model are, on average, 70% closer to the empirical values than the predictions generated by the thermal model.
It is important to note that the background flow model consistently overpredicts the change in ingestion mass flow rate for the 5 and 10 mg∕s anode flow rates, but it underpredicts this change for the 12.5 and 15 mg∕s anode flow rates. The reason for this is likely due to the employed collision model. As noted in Sec. II.B.1, neutral particles exhausted by the HET are assumed to travel at a constant speed, regardless of the HEToperating condition. However, the HET wall and anode temperatures have been empirically shown to increase with increasing discharge power [38] . This results in a corresponding increase in the temperature (and thus velocity) of unionized neutrals exhausted by the HET, with corresponding reduction in the collisional cross-section for the modeled elastic collisions between the background neutrals and the unionized propellant exhausted by the HET [39, 40] . Because the background flow model does not capture this change in cross section, it overpredicts the number of collisions that a background neutral undergoes (and thus underpredicts the ingestion flow rate) for operating conditions with high anode flow rates, and vice versa for the low anode flow rate conditions.
To estimate the difference in operating characteristics between the LVTF and test conditions with no background pressure, Hofer et al. used the aforementioned data to generate linear fits that could be extrapolated to predict the anode flow rate that would be required to achieve a given discharge current in true vacuum conditions [8] . The difference between this value and the anode flow rate required to achieve the same discharge current in the LVTF represents the ingested flow rate of neutrals by the P5 in the LVTF with all seven cryopumps operating. The background flow model was similarly used to compute the ingestion flow rate for the P5 in the LVTF with all seven pumps on. The results are shown as a function of the anode flow rate along with the empirical results in Fig. 6b . As done by Hofer et al., the empirical data shown in Fig. 6b represent the average of the values acquired for each flow rate across four discharge voltages, whereas the error bars correspond to the standard deviation of these values [8] . Also shown in the figure is the ingestion flow rate predicted by the thermal model for the P5 in the LVTF with all seven cryopumps operating. The number densities used for the thermal model calculations were determined identically to the procedure described for the data shown in Fig. 6a [8] .
As was the case for the data shown in Fig. 6a , the results shown in Fig. 6b indicate that the predictions made by the background flow model are significantly closer to the empirical observations than the predictions generated using the thermal model. Specifically, the ingestion flow rates predicted by the thermal model are 11-24 times smaller than the empirical observations. By contrast, the difference between the estimates generated by the background flow model and the empirical measurements is less than the empirical error for all of the tested anode flow rates.
The next empirical dataset used to validate the background flow model was acquired by Walker and Gallimore using the same thruster and test facility [21, 26] . In this work, the anode mass flow rate supplied to the P5 was held constant and the resultant discharge current was measured as the number of active pumps in the LVTF was varied from two to four to seven [21, 26] . The authors noted that higher discharge currents were observed at higher facility pressures and attributed the resultant change in discharge current to an increase in neutral ingestion [21, 26] . For instance, the discharge current of the P5 operating at a discharge voltage of 400 Vand an anode flow rate of 5.25 mg∕s was observed to be approximately 5 A with seven cryopumps on and 5.2 A with four cryopumps on. Using flow unit conversions, it can be shown that single ionization of 1 mg∕s of xenon flow results in approximately 0.7 A of ion current [7] . In HETs, the ratio of the ion beam current to the discharge current is typically on the order of 70% and has been shown to remain close to this value even at elevated ingestion flow rates; thus, an increase in ion current of approximately 0.7 A should result in a concomitant increase of 1 A in the discharge current [19, 41] . Thus, the observed change of 0.2 A of discharge current can be approximated as being due to a 0.2 mg∕s reduction in ingestion mass flow rate between the four and seven cryopump configurations. It is important to note that this conversion is a rough approximation as compared to the direct measurements of anode flow changes acquired by Hofer et al. [8] . To quantify the error associated with this approximation, the average percent difference between the P5 discharge current predicted using the aforementioned flow rate to discharge current conversion and those measured empirically was computed for all of the discharge voltages and flow rates used by Walker and Gallimore [21] . The average percent difference between the estimated and empirical results is approximately 1%, which approximates the overall error associated with the employed estimation technique.
The background flow model was similarly used to compute the difference in ingestion flow rate for the P5 in the LVTF as the number of active cryopumps was changed from two to seven. The results are shown as a function of anode flow rate along with the empirical results in Fig. 7 . Consistent with the approach of Hofer et al. [8] , the empirical data shown in Fig. 7 represent the average of the values acquired for each flow rate across four discharge voltages, whereas the error bars correspond to the standard deviation of these values. Also shown in the figure are the changes in ingestion flow rate predicted by the thermal model. Consistent with the approach taken by Walker and Gallimore, the number densities used for the thermal model calculations correspond to the empirical measurements taken using a single hotcathode ionization gauge located on the wall of the LVTF downstream of the HET test station [21] . The uncertainty in the computed ingestion flow rates using the thermal model due to the reported 20% pressure measurement uncertainty is captured by the line thickness.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the average percent difference between the empirical measurements and the predictions of the background flow model is 9% as the number of active pumps is increased from two to seven. By comparison, the change in ingestion flow rate predicted by the thermal model is 14-17 times smaller than the empirical measurements, resulting in an average percent difference of 93%.
The accuracy of the background flow model in predicting the empirical data is comparable to that of the current increment technique originally proposed by Walker and Gallimore [21] . In this technique, empirically measured changes in discharge current as a function of pressure are used in order to approximate the neutral ingestion flow rate [21] . However, application of this technique requires measurements of the operating characteristics of a given thruster across a range of facility backpressures. The comparable accuracy of the predictions of the background flow model to this empirical technique suggests that the model may be implemented in order to obtain these estimates of neutral ingestion without needing to perform the empirical mapping. Thus, taken together with the previously presented comparisons to the work of Hofer et al. [8] , these results indicate that the background flow model is able to accurately replicate the empirically observed neutral ingestion characteristics of the P5 in the LVTF and offers a 60 to 70% improvement in accuracy over the thermal model [8] .
B. H6 in the LVTF
The background flow model was developed without any considerations of HET-specific characteristics. As such, the model should be able to maintain the previously observed accuracy when predicting the ingestion characteristics of another thruster in the same facility. To evaluate this assertion, the predictions of the background flow model were compared to another dataset collected by Reid using the H6 HET in the LVTF [14, 15] . The H6 is a 6 kW laboratory-model HET developed by the AFRL in collaboration with the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the University of Michigan [42] . In this work, Reid held the anode mass flow rate supplied to the H6 constant and the resultant discharge current was measured as the pressure in the LVTF was varied using a bleed flow of propellant [14, 15] . As was the case with the P5, higher discharge currents were observed at higher facility pressures and attributed to an increase in neutral ingestion [14, 15] . The observed change in discharge current con be used to estimate the concomitant change in effective anode flow rate using the method described previously.
The background flow model was similarly used to compute the ingestion flow rate for the H6 in the LVTF as a function of bleed flow rate for a discharge voltage of 300 V. The results are shown as a function of the bleed flow rate along with the empirical results in Fig. 8 . The changes in ingestion flow rate predicted by the thermal model are also shown in Fig. 8 . Consistent with the approach taken by Reid, the number densities used for the thermal model correspond to the average values acquired by a pair of ion gauges located on opposite walls at an axial distance equal to half the length of the LVTF [14, 15] . Data presented by Reid show that the pressures reported at these two locations in the LVTF varied by an average of 70%; the error bars shown for the thermal model predictions correspond to the uncertainty in the thermal model computations associated with this variance in the pressure measurements [14] . The error bars shown for the empirical data in the figure correspond to the reported uncertainty in the measurements [14, 15] . The results are reported as the change in ingestion flow rate relative to the baseline value obtained for an operating pressure of 1.9 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe, which corresponds to a bleed flow of approximately 12 mg∕s. It is important to note that, during the experiment, the bleed flow orifice was located beneath the thruster and oriented such that the flow of propellant impacted the underside of the thrust stand mounting structure [14] . Due to the one-dimensional nature of the background flow model, the radial injection of propellant could not be directly modeled. Instead, the bleed flow was approximated as another source entering the chamber as per the assumption regarding plume flow reflection in Sec. II.B.1. Fig. 7 Change in P5 ingestion flow rate between two and seven cryopumps. As shown in Fig. 8 , the values predicted by the thermal flow model are, on average, 10 times smaller than the empirical results. Even if the empirical measurements are all assumed to be equal to the lower uncertainty bound, the average percent difference between the predictions of the thermal model and the empirical results is 55%. However, the values predicted by the background flow model are of the same order as the empirical measurements and are within the uncertainty of the empirical measurements for the measurements taken at bleed flow rates of approximately 7.5 and 5 mg∕s. For the final measurement, the predictions of the background flow model are only 8% different from the upper uncertainty bound. Thus, the predictions of the background flow model are approximately 50% closer to the empirical measurements than those generated using the thermal model. These results are identical to those for the 400 V operating condition also presented in the work by Reid [14, 15] .
The accuracy of the background flow model in predicting the empirical data is comparable to that of the empirically derived technique originally proposed by Reid [14, 15] . In this technique, the effective ingestion area is assumed to be a hemisphere equal in diameter to the thruster outer diameter; all neutrals that cross this surface are assumed to undergo the same ionization process as the neutrals supplied to the anode [14, 15] . However, as noted previously, this assumption has been disputed by other researchers [6] . The comparable accuracy of the predictions of the background flow model to this empirical technique suggests that the background flow model may be implemented in order to obtain estimates of the neutral ingestion mass flow rate without needing to make any assumption about ionization in the HET near-field plume. Taken together with the previously presented comparisons to the P5 in the LVTF, these results indicate that the background flow model is able to accurately replicate the empirically observed neutral ingestion characteristics of two different thrusters in the LVTF and offers a significant improvement in accuracy over the thermal model.
C. SPT-100 in Aerospace Corporation Facility
To assess the ability of the model to accurately predict trends in different facility types, a final dataset collected by Diamant et al. using the SPT-100 HET in the vacuum facility at The Aerospace Corporation was used for model validation [6] . The SPT-100 is a flight-model HET developed and built by the Fakel Experimental and Design Bureau with a nominal operating power of 1.35 kW [6] . The Aerospace Corporation's vacuum facility is a stainless-steel vacuum chamber measuring 9.8 m in length and 2.4 m in diameter, and it is equipped with 10 total cryosurfaces [6] . There are four cryopumps in the downstream pump region, four 1.2-m-diameter cryotubs in the upstream pump region, and two cryopumps on the upstream end dome [6] . Because the cryopumps used in The Aerospace Corporation's facility are the same model as those used in the LVTF, all of these cryosurfaces are assumed to be similar in terms of sticking coefficient and surface temperature to the cryopumps used in the LVTF.
In this work, the anode mass flow rate supplied to the SPT-100 was varied in order to maintain a constant discharge current as the vacuum facility pressure was varied via a combination of bleed mass flow addition and changing the number of active cryopumps [6] . As with the P5 and H6, the authors noted that higher anode flow rates were required to achieve a given discharge current at lower facility pressures and attributed the resultant change in anode flow rate to a decrease in neutral ingestion [6] . Using these data, the authors estimated the difference in flow rate between operation at the lowest achievable facility pressure (as measured by an ion gauge internally mounted adjacent to the HET) and vacuum conditions. Based on this estimate, the authors predicted a total ingestion flow rate of 0.03 mg∕s. The background flow model was similarly used to compute the ingestion flow rate for the SPT-100 in The Aerospace Corporation's facility with all pumps on and no bleed flow. The background flow model predicted an ingested flow rate of approximately 0.02 mg∕s, whereas the thermal model predicted an ingestion flow rate of 0.008 mg∕s. The predictions of the background flow model were thus 40% closer to the empirical results than those of the thermal model and were computed without needing to obtain any empirical pressure measurements.
Although the aforementioned dataset will be explored in more detail in a later section, these initial results as well as those for the P5 and H6 indicate that the background flow model is significantly more accurate than the thermal model in predicting the ingestion characteristics of several different thrusters tested in different facilities with different pressure modulation techniques. It is important to note, however, that existing empirical evidence suggests that the modeled additional ingestion flow caused by bulk background flows is likely one of the contributors to the observed enhanced sensitivity of HETs to facility pressure beyond what would be predicted by the thermal model. Previous work has suggested that factors including spatial shifts in near-field plasma properties and the concomitant effects on electron transport can also contribute to HET operational changes as a function of facility pressure [9] . Nevertheless, the ability of the background flow model to obtain the predictions detailed in this section without empirical measurements, as well as the accuracy of the model across the described range of thruster and facility characteristics, has not, to the authors' knowledge, previously been demonstrated with any other mass ingestion or HET facility effects model, and therefore lends credibility to the background flow modeling approach [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
IV. Model Studies
The background flow model is validated against several empirical datasets. In this section, the model is used to explore how parameters that often vary between different HET test facilities or test campaigns affect the neutral particle ingestion flow rates experienced by the HET being tested.
A. Pump Placement
The first model parameter to be evaluated will be pump placement within the test facility. As noted previously, facilities used for HET testing come in a wide variety of geometries and sizes [4] . These differences in geometric properties result in variations between facilities in the pump placement relative to the HET. Evidence of this can be seen from the preceding descriptions of the LVTF (in which all pumps are located upstream of the HET test station) and The Aerospace Corporation's facility (in which the pumps are distributed upstream and downstream of the HET test station, as well as on the upstream end dome) [6, 21] . Current HET testing standards provide guidance regarding minimum facility pumping speeds and pressure measurement locations, but they often do not mention how pump placement within the facility can impact the background neutral flow environment or the operation of the HET itself [4, 27] .
To determine the impact of pump placement on the neutral ingestion characteristics of a HET, the background flow model was used to compare the ingestion flow rates of a given HET in a given facility as the pump locations were varied. Specifically, the ingestion flow rate of the P5 in the LVTF was computed for an anode flow rate of 15 mg∕s and a discharge voltage of 300 V as the number of active cryopumps was increased from 2 to 12. These calculations were repeated for five different common pump geometries: upstream pumps only, downstream pumps only, distributed pumps with a 50∕50% upstream/downstream pump split, distributed pumps with a 40∕60% upstream/downstream pump split, and distributed pumps with a 20∕20∕60% end dome/upstream/downstream pump split. For convenience, hereafter, the upstream/downstream splits will be shown without the percent signs. The results comparing the first three configurations are shown in Fig. 9a , whereas the results comparing the different distributed pump distributions are shown in Fig. 9b .
As shown in Fig. 9a , the facility configuration with downstream pumps only has the lowest ingestion flow rate for all values of active cryopumps. As compared to the downstream pump-only configuration, the ingestion mass flow rate is between 3 and 21% higher if the only cryopumps are located upstream of the thruster with a mean percent difference of 12 7% across all values of active cryopumps. The reported uncertainty represents one standard deviation of the dataset. Similarly, the ingested flow rate is between 2 and 15% higher for the distributed pump configuration with a 50∕50 upstream/downstream pump split as compared to the configuration with downstream pumps with only a mean value of 9 5%.
As shown in Fig. 9b , the distributed pump configuration with the lowest ingestion flow rate is that with a 40∕60 upstream/ downstream pump split. As compared to the downstream pump-only configuration shown in Fig. 9a , the distributed pump configuration with a 40∕60 upstream/downstream pump split has a 2 to 13% higher ingestion flow rate with a mean of 7 4% across all values of active cryopumps. The distributed pump configuration with a 20∕20∕60 end dome/upstream/downstream pump split is the worst-performing pump configuration and has an ingestion flow rate that is 13-24% higher than the downstream pump-only configuration with a mean percent difference of 18 4%. Although the relative difference in ingestion flow rates between the different pump configurations is significant, overall, the ingestion flow rate for most values of active cryopumps represents less than 5% of the total mass flow rate supplied to the thruster (i.e., the sum of the anode flow rate and the ingestion flow rate). Thus, the overall deviation in total flow supplied to the HET is less than 1% between the configuration with the highest ingestion flow rates (i.e., the 20∕20∕60 end dome/upstream/ downstream distributed pump split) and the one with the lowest ingestion flow rate (i.e., the downstream pumps only).
To understand why there is only a minimal difference in total flow supplied to the HET as a function of pump placement, the path an ingested neutral particle must take through the facility in order to be ingested by the HET must be discussed. As shown in Fig. 1b , the only neutrals that can be ingested by the HETare those that cross surface D traveling in the upstream direction. By assuming only 1-D motion, there are then only two paths that a given neutral can take in order to be ingested. The first (i.e., pathway 1) is where the neutral can reflect off the downstream pump surfaces and travel through the downstream region to the thruster exit plane without striking, and sticking to, a pump or being collisionally scattered by the HET plume. Neutrals that complete this transit must be on a trajectory to intersect the thruster exit plane in order to be ingested. Neutrals that follow a trajectory that lies outside of the thruster exit plane area have to follow a second pathway (i.e., pathway 2) in order to be ingested. These neutrals must travel through the upstream chamber region, reflect off the upstream chamber surfaces (and/or travel through the upstream end dome pump region), travel in the downstream direction back through the upstream and downstream pump regions, reflect off the downstream facility surfaces, and then travel back through the downstream pump region on a trajectory to intersect the thruster exit plane without being pumped or collisionally scattered in order to be ingested. Neutrals can repeat this second pathway as many times as needed until they are either pumped or ingested. Both pathways are illustrated in Fig. 10 .
It is thus possible to define two components of the ingestion flow: one each contributed by the two pathways discussed previously. The magnitude of the first component (i.e., ingestion due to neutrals that traverse the downstream pump region on an intersecting trajectory with the HET exit plane) is inversely related to the pump surface area in the downstream pump region. Because, for a given number of pumps, the downstream-only pump configuration maximizes the downstream pump area, this component of the ingestion flow rate is thus minimized for this pump configuration. The magnitude of the second component (i.e., ingestion due to neutrals that have traversed the entire facility) is inversely related to the pump surface area in upstream and end dome pump regions. This component is thus maximized for the downstream-only pump configuration, but it is minimized for the other chamber configurations. As shown by the results in Fig. 9 , these two competing effects largely offset each other and result in a minimal difference in ingestion flow rate as a function of pump configuration.
A similar analysis regarding the impact of pump placement on the background flowfield was conducted by Nakayama and Nakamura [24] . In that work, a two-dimensional DSMC code was used to assess the sensitivity of the background neutral pressure map to the pump location and facility aspect ratio. The model developed in this work is unable to provide similar guidance on the facility aspect ratio due to the assumption of one-dimensional motion. Furthermore, in the cited work, only the distance between the pumps and the HET was varied [24] . Despite these differences, both works suggest that maximization of the number of downstream pump surfaces minimizes the number of background neutrals near the thruster exit plane, thus indicating good agreement between the more complex DSMC approach and the one-dimensional approach applied here [24] .
B. Pressure Modulation Techniques
As shown by the empirical datasets referenced in Secs. III.A and III.B, existing empirical investigations into HET facility effects change the nominal operating pressure in the test facility by some combination of varying the gas load via the introduction of a bleed flow of propellant and modulating the effective pumping speed by changing the number of active cryopumps [43] . However, because the nominal operating pressure in a HET test facility can be expressed as the ratio of the gas load to the effective facility pumping speed, there are many combinations of bleed flow rate and pumping speed that can yield a given operating pressure [43] . To illustrate this, the pressure in the LVTF during P5 operation at an anode flow rate of 10.46 mg∕s is computed as a function of the number of active cryopumps and the bleed flow rate of propellant. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . For these computations, it is assumed that the gas load of the P5 is 1.25 Torr l∕s and the nominal xenon pumping speed of the facility with all seven pumps on is 240;000 l∕s. These numbers are consistent with values reported in previous investigations using the LVTF and are linearly scaled to account for the addition of bleed flow or the modulation of facility pumping speed [26] . Using this approach, the pressure P that would be measured by an ion gauge mounted on the wall of the LVTF near the exit plane of the HET can be computed as a function of the bleed flow rate of propellant _ m b and the number of active pumps n p using Eq. (17) 240;000
Despite the fact that each of the surfaces shown in Fig. 11 yield the same facility operating pressure, previous work has shown that the method used to achieve this pressure (i.e., the combination of bleed flow and pumping speed) can impact the concomitant response of the HET [9, 23] . To determine if HET neutral ingestion due to the bulk background flow is similarly affected by the method used to achieve a given facility pressure, the background flow model is used to compute the ingestion flow rate of neutrals into the P5 during operation at an anode flow rate of 10.46 mg∕s in the LVTF for all combinations of bleed flow and pumping speed (i.e., number of active cryopumps), yielding a facility operating pressure of 2 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe. The results are shown in Fig. 12 . As done previously in the comparisons to empirical work with the H6, the bleed flow is approximated as another source entering the chamber, as per the assumption regarding plume flow reflection in Sec. II.B.1.
As shown in Fig. 12 , at a fixed facility pressure of 2 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe, the ingestion flow rate is not constant and varies, depending on the combination of bleed flow and pumping speed used to achieve that pressure. Specifically, the ingestion flow rate varies from a minimum value of 0.69 mg∕s (7% of the anode flow rate) to a maximum value of 1.31 mg∕s (12.5% of the anode flow rate). The percent difference between these maximum and minimum possible ingestion flow rates is thus 91%. These changes in ingestion flow rate furthermore result in up to a 5.6% variation in total flow rate (i.e., the sum of the constant anode flow rate and ingestion flow rate) supplied to the HET. This variation is larger than the approximately 2% variation seen by Hofer et al. in [8] for the P5 in the LVTF when the facility pumping speed was halved and was achieved without changing the facility operating pressure. These results are furthermore consistent with previous works, which have shown that the background neutral distribution within the test facility and the HET ingestion characteristics vary, depending on the method used to modulate the facility pressure [9, 23] . Overall, these results indicate that pressure magnitude is not a sufficient parameter in order to understand and predict neutral ingestion by a HETand that significant variation in total flow rate (or, equivalently, discharge current) could be observed at a fixed facility pressure, depending on how that pressure is achieved.
It is important to note that, in practice, many researchers orient bleed flows such that they are injected radially or in the cross-stream direction relative to the HET plume [6, 14] . Because of the onedimensional nature of the background flow model, this radial motion cannot directly be captured, and all bleed flow is assumed to enter the facility traveling axially. This could cause the impact of bleed flow on ingestion flow rate to be overstated in the background flow model computations. To account for this, the ingestion flow rate was again computed by assuming that only one-quarter of the bleed flow was travelling axially in the facility. This reduction in number density corresponds to assuming that the bleed flow motion is twodimensional (i.e., can travel in the axial and radial directions) and that the bleed flow has an equal probability of traveling in any of these directions. Even with this reduction to account for the radial motion of the bleed flow, the results of the background flow model indicate up to a 4% variation in total flow rate supplied to the HET at a facility operating pressure of 2 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe, depending on how that pressure was achieved. This is still greater than the variation previously observed when the pumping speed in the LVTF was halved [8] . Furthermore, this variation is observed at a pressure below the thresholds recommended Dankanich et al. [27] . 
C. SPT-100 Performance Variation
To further explore how pressure modulation techniques may impact HET neutral ingestion, the thrust data collected by Diamant et al. for the SPT-100 HET in the vacuum facility at The Aerospace Corporation as a function of facility backpressure were revisited [6] . The measurements in this work indicated that the thrust of the SPT-100 decayed exponentially with decreasing facility pressure [6] . This trend was unlike the linear decay seen with other thrusters and facilities, and it was not accounted for by any existing model of neutral ingestion [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In this work, the facility pressure was varied via a combination of bleed flow and modulating the number of active pumps [6] . As shown previously, depending on how each pressure was achieved, this could result in a range of possible ingestion flow rates, and therefore a corresponding range of possible thrust values. If this range was large enough, it might have been able to capture the observed exponential trend for the SPT-100.
The background flow model was used to compute the ingestion flow rate of the SPT-100 HET in The Aerospace Corporation's facility for all combinations of bleed flow and pumping speeds yielding operating pressures between 1 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe and 7 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe (which matches the range over which empirical measurements were taken) [6] . To estimate the resultant impact of these ingestion flow rates on the performance of the SPT-100, the empirically estimated vacuum thrust value was linearly scaled by the ratio of the total flow rate supplied to the HETat a given pressure to that estimated for the zero backpressure case. This approach implicitly assumed that all ingested neutrals were ionized and accelerated identically to neutrals supplied via the thruster gas distributor and that the ingested neutrals did not change the ionization and acceleration processes within the HET. As noted previously, this simple ingestion approach was similar to that taken in many previous works on facility effects; furthermore, it was applied only to get a first-order estimate for the performance changes: these computations were not intended to fully predict the performance of the SPT-100 or capture all of the mode or operational changes that might be associated with neutral ingestion [8] [9] [10] [14] [15] [16] 21] . The results are shown in Fig. 13 along with the empirical trend line originally presented by Diamant et al. [6] .
As noted previously and shown in Fig. 13 , the range of potential ingestion mass flow rates at a given pressure results in a range of possible thrust values. Only thrust values corresponding to the maximum and minimum predicted ingestion flow rates at each pressure are shown. In other words, the points composing the maximum prediction line correspond to the predicted thrust values that would be measured for those facility conditions that yield the highest ingestion flow rate at each of the pressures shown on the abscissa, whereas the minimum prediction line contains the points corresponding to the predicted thrust values that would be measured for those facility conditions that yield the lowest ingestion flow rate at each pressure. Between these two lines is a range of points that represent all of the thrust values that could be measured at each pressure according to the background flow model.
As shown in Fig. 13 , this range is large enough to encompass the exponential decay in thrust observed by Diamant et al. within the stated experimental uncertainty of approximately 0.5 mN [6] . These results therefore suggest that the observed exponential decay could have been the result of the pathway used to achieve each pressure and the resultant nonlinear impact on neutral ingestion by the HET. In other words, due to the size of the range of possible thrust values at each pressure, the background flow model suggests that it is possible to plot a pathway through this range that would yield an apparent exponential decay in thrust with facility pressure. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first analytical model to be able to offer insight into these observed trends [6] . It is important to note, that although the background flow model is consistent with the observed empirical trends, it is not able to replicate the observed asymptote at pressures above 5.0 × 10 −6 Torr of Xe. It is likely this behavior is due to the other processes that have been observed to impact HET operation as a function of facility pressure, including spatial shifts in near-field plasma properties and the concomitant effects on electron transport that are not captured by the background flow model [9] .
D. Parameter Sensitivities
As shown in Eqs. (14) and (15), the predicted ingestion flow rate computed by the background flow model is impacted directly by three parameters for which the values have been assumed: the chamber wall temperature, the pump surface temperature, and the pump sticking coefficient. Because these factors could vary between different facilities, the assumption of a uniform value for these three parameters may have introduced error in the estimates made by the background flow model. To quantify this potential error, the sensitivity of the predictions made by the background flow model to these parameters must be determined.
The first parameter sensitivity to be evaluated is that related to the facility wall temperature. This sensitivity is of particular importance because, in many HET test facilities, the plume is directed toward a graphite beam dump that is separate from the facility walls. As the beam dump is directly impinged upon by the plume, the beam dump surface temperature may be higher than the facility wall temperature; thus, the neutrals reflecting off this surface could have a velocity characterized by a higher temperature. For this sensitivity study, the background flow model is used to compute the ingestion flow rate for the P5 in the LVTF at the 10.46 mg∕s operating condition as a function of chamber wall temperature, holding all other variables constant. The results are shown for three different types of pump configurations in Fig. 14a and indicate that the predicted ingestion flow rate varies by approximately 3.5% as the facility wall temperature is changed from 273 to 350 K for all pump configurations. In terms of the total flow rate supplied to the HET, the variation over that temperature range is less than 0.1%.
To determine the sensitivity of the background flow model to the assumed pump surface temperature, the background flow model was used to compute the ingestion flow rate of the P5 in the LVTF at the 10.46 mg∕s operating condition as a function of pump surface temperature, holding all other variables constant. The results are shown for three different types of pump configurations in Fig. 14b and indicate that the predicted ingestion flow rate varies by less than 0.1% as the pump surface temperature is changed from 10 to 50 K for all pump configurations. The chosen temperature range encompasses all reported surface temperatures of cryosurfaces used to pump xenon during HET testing [22, 44] .
The final parameter to be evaluated is the pump sticking coefficient. For this sensitivity study, the background flow model is used to compute the ingestion flow rate of the P5 in the LVTF at the 10.46 mg∕s operating condition as a function of the pump sticking coefficient, holding all other variables constant. The results are shown for three different types of pump configurations in Fig. 14c . The observed sensitivity to the pump sticking coefficient is larger than that observed for either the chamber wall temperature or the pump surface temperature. As the pump sticking coefficient is changed from 0.3 to 0.8, the HET ingestion flow rate decreases by an average of 60% for all pump configurations. This large variation is expected because the pump sticking coefficient determines the effectiveness with which the cryosurfaces remove xenon from the background flow environment, and thus can have similar influence to the addition of extra pumping surfaces. However, because the ingestion flow rate represents such a small fraction of total flow supplied to the HET, the variation in total flow is less than 3%. Furthermore, the assumed sticking coefficient of 0.4 is empirically determined for the LVTF using detailed maps of the neutral density inside of the facility during HET operation [22, 26] . As the majority of the empirical results used for comparison are acquired in the LVTF, it is expected that the error associated with this choice of sticking coefficient is minimal. Therefore, overall, the background flow model shows minimal sensitivity to the assumed empirical parameters.
E. Discussion of the One-Dimensional Flow Assumption
Among the assumptions discussed in Sec. II.B.1, perhaps the most restrictive is the assumption of a one-dimensional background flow. Although consistent with the approach taken by Cai et al., it is nonetheless worthwhile to discuss the relevance of this assumption and resultant impacts on the model, as well as the results it generates [22, 30, 36] . The first implication of this assumption is that the background neutrals are constrained to move only in the axial direction. To assess the validity of this constraint, it is necessary to discuss the typical reflection geometry in HET ground test facilities.
In the facilities mentioned as part of this work, the HET plume flow is directed toward a carbon beam dump composed of several flat graphite panels [45] . As the HET plume is axially accelerated, the incident particles reflect off these flat surfaces with a bulk velocity that is primarily oriented in the axial direction, thus minimizing the error associated with the one-dimensional flow assumption for the facilities used in this work [46] . This rationale has been empirically supported by pressure measurements, which have found minimal bulk background gas entrainment into radially facing gauges but significant entrainment into gauges facing axially [23] . This suggests that the bulk flow of the background gas is primarily in the axial direction. The impact of nonflat plume reflection geometries on the validity of the one-dimensional flow assumption is not presently clear and will be explored in future work.
By assuming a one-dimensional flow, all collisions between the background neutrals and facility sidewalls are also neglected. These collisions modify the speed distribution of the background neutrals. As per the assumptions laid out in Sec. II.B.1, upon colliding with the facility sidewall, an incident neutral will thermalize, and thus be reflected with a speed characterized by the facility wall temperature. For incident particles with speeds characterized by another temperature (i.e., those at pump temperature), these collisions will then result in a change in velocity and a concomitant change in number density as per Eq. (5). To assess the error associated with neglecting this effect, the background flow model was used to compute the ingestion mass flow rate for the P5 HET operating in a facility with 10 pumps located downstream of the HET. The downstream pump-only configuration is selected because it maximizes the population of neutrals crossing surface D in the upstream direction with a speed characterized by a temperature other than the facility wall temperature, thus representing the worst-case estimate of the error. The ingestion flow rate is then computed again, assuming all particles not at wall temperature undergo a sidewall collision before crossing surface D, which again represents the worstcase deviation from the model assumptions. The deviation between this result and the one computed neglecting the sidewall effects differs by less than 1%.
V. Conclusions
This work expanded the background flow model first proposed by Cai et al. and explored the applicability of this approach to modeling neutral ingestion by HETs [22] . The original model was further developed and generalized to describe the background flow environment in facilities with any combination of end dome, upstream, and downstream pumps; and analytic expressions were developed for the ingestion flow rate of a HET due to the background neutral flow within the facility. The predictions generated by these expressions were compared against empirical data taken with the P5, H6, and SPT-100 HETs in two different facilities and found to match the empirical observations to within the experimental uncertainty. These predictions were furthermore shown to be 40 to 70% more accurate than those generated using the thermal model most commonly used to predict and estimate neutral ingestion by HETs; and they were found equally as accurate as specific semiempirical models developed for the P5 and H6, without requiring any empirical inputs such as in situ pressure measurements [14, 15, 21] . The demonstrated improvement over the thermal model as well as the demonstrated accuracy in predicting empirical measurements for a variety of thrusters and facilities is, to the authors' knowledge, unique to the background flow model, thus lending credibility to this modeling approach and supporting its value as a predictive analytical tool [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
The validated background flow model was used to assess the impact of parameters that often vary between different test facilities and test campaigns on HET neutral ingestion. It was shown that neutral ingestion could vary by as much as 24%, depending on where the pumps were placed within a test facility; the lowest ingestion flow rates occurred for facilities with the maximum number of pumps located downstream of the HET. The impact of pressure modulation techniques on HET neutral ingestion was also investigated, and it was shown that the ingestion flow rate of a HET could vary by as much as 91% at a fixed facility pressure of 2 × 10 −5 Torr of Xe, depending on the combination of bleed flow and pumping speed used to achieve that pressure. This resulted in a band of possible ingestion flow rates and performance characteristics at a given pressure that was large enough to capture the empirically observed exponential decay of the thrust of the SPT-100 with decreasing facility pressure [6] . The sensitivity of these results to the assumed parameters of chamber wall temperature, pump surface temperature, and pump sticking coefficient were assessed and shown to be less than 3% of the predicated total HET flow. Overall, these results indicated that pressure magnitude is not a sufficient variable for quantifying neutral ingestion by a HET, and that other test variables (i.e., pressure modulation technique) must be specified and held constant in order to fully describe HET ingestion characteristics.
